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annually to management of his farm than the conventional farmer, although 

this was not discussed in the literature we reviewed.  

The more demanding management requirements of alternative agriculture 

may be a barrier to its more widespread adoption. This is not to say that 

the average American farmer lacks the mental capacity to acquire the skills 

needed to successfully manage an organic farm. The success of farmers in 

managing the technological revolution which transformed American agriculture 

in the last 40 years is proof enough of their inherent capacity. But 

acquiring new management skills takes time, and time is a scarce resource for 

farmers, as it is for everyone else. Time spent in acquiring managerial 

skills and then applying them on the farm is time not available for other 

purposes. Many farmers work part-time off the farm. For them more on-farm 

work has an opportunity cost measured by lost off-farm income. More on-farm 

work also means less time available for recreation, for family life and other 

pursuits of value to the farmer.  

Thus the time required to become a successful organic farmer likely is a

bar-rier to more widespread adoption of organic systems. Given the generally 

unfavorable economic returns to such systems, it should not be surprising if 

many farmers decline to invest the time needed to acquire the skills needed 

to manage them.  

Conclusion. The literature reviewed leaves little doubt that at the 

farm level alternative agriculture generally is less profitable than 

conventional agriculture. This is not a surprising finding. If it were not 

so, alternative agriculture would already have displaced conventional 

agriculture, or be well on its way toward doing so, which it is not.  

Alternative agriculture is less profitable because what it saves in 

fertilizer and pesticide costs is not enough to compensate for the additional 

labor required and for the yield penalty it suffers relative to conventional


